These days I have been going through situations where I have perceived God's presence near me, giving me
confidence and trust, allowing a graceful way out and I am grateful of the opportunities. I would like to share with
you this little reflection I found in the book of César RománSassone. I hope it could serve you at any time of your
personal life as it served to me.

Thank you Lord for all the obstacles...
"The loss of my business took me to be humble.
The moneyI lost led me to save.The fall I suffered gave me courage to continue.
The time it took me to get up taught me about patience.
The friends and possessions that disappeared taught me the futility of attachment.
With those who sentenced me wrongly, I was taught not to judge.
For those who turned me down, since I was taught to forgive.
Those who contradicted me, I was taught about acceptance.
Those who continued to love me, gave me lessons of unconditional love.
The turbulence of the moment taught me to meditate.
Being able to look back and laugh at my extravagant concerns, taught me to keep balanced in adversity.
Having to take refuge in me led me to the greatest love.The pain made me believe and be closer to you.
And today, when I realized the possibilities that emerge from adversity, and I do not say: Why me
But, thank the Lord for the obstacles

We dedicate this edition to the month of the fight against cancer. A fight in which if detected early one
can fight the enemy and win the battle.
The pain made me believe and be closer to you.
And today, when I realized the possibilities that emerge from adversity, I no longer say: Why me God?
Featured on our cover is the Puerto Rican actressAdamariLópez, a Warrior and Survivor of breast
cancer, which shares her experience with us.
We carried out an interview where the president of Agape Group, IsabelTurulltalks about her
experience in the fight against ovarian cancer, as well as a report by international artists that in one way
or another won the battle.
In the VIP Executive section, we received twodeluxe executives,MagalisSolís, General Manager of Beauty
the Parlor Mechy and Xiomara Veloz, General Manager of D'Luxury Parties, both with a common
denominator: the love of God.
VIP profile received the actress and presenter Ingrid Section Balcácer and in her Vip seal, the
multifaceted Sarah Jorge León.
And as always our fixed sections and columns of our employees with topics of great interest.
Delivery full of faith and perseverance, I hope will please everyone
Blessings from above ...Leidy Pérezvipmagazineleidyperez@gmail.com

